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0. Introduction

The form of speech communication which we call “argumentation” has become a focus of study

in the last half century for linguists, speech communication theorists, psychologists, political

scientists, and philosophers. Major theorists in this period have tended to attribute to

argumentation a single function, variously described. For Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca, “The

goal of all argumentation is to create or increase the adherence of minds to theses presented for

their assent.”1 Toulmin, although he entitled his book The Uses of Argument, focusses on just one

of those uses, justification of an assertion in response to a challenge; “it could, I think, be argued

that this was in fact the primary function of arguments, and that the other uses, the other

functions which arguments have for us, are in a sense secondary, and parasitic on this primary

justificatory use.”2 Hamblin holds that argument must be conceived dialectically: “the paradigm

case of an argument is that in which it is produced by one person to convince another.... if we are

to draw the line anywhere, acceptance by the person the argument is aimed at–the person for

whom the argument is an argument–is the appropriate basis of a set of criteria.”3 Van Eemeren

and Grootendorst regard an “argumentation” as “an attempt to defend a standpoint in respect of

an expressed opinion against the critical reactions of a rational judge in a regimented

discussion;”4 their proposed felicity conditions for the complex speech act of argumentation5
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imply that in all argumentation a speaker with such a standpoint tries to justify it to a listener

who initially does not share it. Johnson insists that the function of argument is rational

persuasion: “An argument is a type of discourse or text–the rational distillate of the practice of

argumentation–in which the arguer seeks to persuade the Other(s) of the truth of a thesis by

producing the reasons that support it. In addition to this illative core, an argument possesses a

dialectical tier in which the arguer discharges his dialectical obligations.”6 And so on.

Whatever form it takes, such monism is suspicious. Contrast, for example, the

argumentative speech of a propagandist with the discussion section of a peer-reviewed scientific

paper, and both of these with argument in back-and-forth discussions, e.g. in negotiations or in a

graduate seminar. On the face of it, these forms of argumentation have different functions. If

appearances are a guide, we need to be more pluralist and less reductionist about the functions of

argumentation. And, since evaluation is relative to function, we apparently need to be more

pluralist about the evaluation of arguments.

In this respect, we may find a useful precedent in Aristotle. Perhaps more than any other

philosopher prior to the 20th century, Aristotle reflected deeply and extensively on arguments. I

propose to show how he differentiated arguments by their function, and how his criteria for 

evaluating them are relative in each case to that function. Although Aristotle’s taxonomy of

argumentative kinds is incomplete, and some kinds he discusses are specific to communicative

practices which are no longer common, his theory exhibits a commendable refusal to reduce

arguments of different kinds to a common denominator. Contemporary theorists of argumentation

would do well to emulate his pluralism.
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1. Aristotle’s general conception of argument

The Greek word 8`(@H is notoriously polysemic. But there are several dozen places in Aristotle’s

writings where it can only mean “argument”.7 Curiously, however, Aristotle gives no general

definition of 8`(@H in this sense. We must extract his general conception of argument from

scattered remarks. An argument has a conclusion, FL:BXD"F:", and at least one premiss,

BD`J"F4H.8 It can be complex, meaning that at least one premiss is also a conclusion;9 such

intermediate conclusions are “above” (�<T2g<, 42a37) the main conclusion (JÎ FL:BXD"F:" JÎ

6bD4@<, 42a37), a spatial metaphor perhaps reflecting the fact that in an argument which

proceeds by oral question and answer the main conclusion comes chronologically last. In some

contexts (e.g. 32b20-22, 43a42), Aristotle takes arguments to be coordinate with, but contrasted

to, F6XRg4H, inquiries. What they have in common is a process of reasoning from premisses to

conclusions. But inquirers arrive by (possibly solo) reasoning at a conclusion to which they are

not antecedently committed. Arguers, in contrast, arrive by reasoning at a conclusion to which

they are antecedently aiming, on the basis of premisses granted by an interlocutor or addressed to

a non-speaking audience. Thus arguments differ from inquiries in being necessarily

communicative, and in being governed by an antecedently given conclusion.

2. Kinds of argument

Aristotle divides arguments, on the basis of their function, into six kinds: (1) demonstrations, (2)

didactic arguments, (3) peirastic arguments, (4) dialectical arguments, (5) eristic arguments, and
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(6) rhetorical arguments. This list is not necessarily exhaustive. Nor are the kinds mutually

exclusive; didactic arguments appear to be a species of demonstration. Further, dialectical

arguments divide in turn into functionally different sub-species.

2.1. Demonstrations

The function of a demonstration, �B`*g4>4H, is to produce scientific understanding, ¦B4FJZ:0, of

the fact (BD�(:") stated in the conclusion (71b17-19). To understand something scientifically,

according to Aristotle (71b9-16), is to know ((4(<fF6g4<) what is the cause of this fact and that

the fact is necessary.10 For example, we have scientific understanding of the fact that the diagonal

of a square is incommensurable with its side when we know that the diagonal must be

incommensurable and why it is incommensurable. Aristotle’s requirements for demonstration can

be deduced from this conception of scientific understanding.

Aristotle himself deduces the requirement that the premisses be true from the truth of the

conclusion (71b25-26). This inference is not conclusive, since as Aristotle well knows it is

possible to deduce a true conclusion from false premisses (53b7-10, 162a10-11, b14-15); a better

rationale is the argument in the Prior Analytics (53b7-10) that a syllogism with a true conclusion

and false premisses allows us to deduce that something is so, but not why it is so.

For an argument to give us knowledge that its conclusion is necessary, we must know

both that its premisses are necessary and that its conclusion follows necessarily from those

premisses. Knowledge of the necessity of the premisses can be supplied by a prior demonstration,

but the process of proof must ultimately stop at premisses which are known in themselves to be
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necessary. As he puts it, “<A demonstration is> from [i.e. has as premisses–DH] first

indemonstrables, BDfJT< �<"B@*g\6JT<, because <if it is not> one will not understand if one

does not have a demonstration of them, for to understand those things of which there is a non-

accidental demonstration is to have a demonstration.”11 (71b26-29) Aristotle thinks (99b15-

100b16) that we can acquire through induction, ¦B"(T(Z, an insight, <@ØH, into such a “first

indemonstrable”, which he also calls a principle, �DPZ (72a5-7), and an immediate premiss,

BD`J"F4H �:gF@H (72a7-8). Knowledge that the conclusion follows necessarily from the

premisses comes from recognition that the argument is a syllogism, “an argument in which,

certain things having being laid down, something other than the things laid down results of

necessity by their being so” (24b18-20). This definition of “syllogism”, like the parallel

definitions at 100a25-27 and 164b27-165a2, implies not only that a syllogism is a valid

argument, FL:BgBgD"F:X<@H 8`(@H (162a4), in the sense of one whose conclusion follows

necessarily from its premisses, but also that it has more than one premiss, that the conclusion is

distinct from any premiss, and that the conclusion does not follow necessarily from any proper

subset of the premisses.12 The requirement of more than one premiss can be deduced from the

fact that a demonstration must provide knowledge of the cause of the fact stated in the

conclusion: a single simple premiss from which a factual conclusion follows necessarily is either

a logically equivalent simple statement (e.g. “no fly is a long-lived organism” follows necessarily

from the logically equivalent statement “no long-lived organism is a fly”) or a logically stronger

simple statement (e.g. “some horse is a quadruped” follows necessarily from the logically

stronger statement “every horse is a quadruped”), and no such simple statement can supply the

cause. The requirement that the conclusion is distinct from any premiss can be deduced from the
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fact that a demonstration is supposed to produce knowledge which its hearer or reader might not

previously have possessed, despite knowing that the premisses are true. The requirement of non-

redundancy can be deduced from the fact that a demonstration is supposed to produce knowledge

of the cause of the fact stated in the conclusion; just as the fallacy of false cause consists in using

a reductio ad absurdum to reject a statement which was not in fact used in deriving the absurdity

(167b21-36), so an argument which included an irrelevant premiss could mislead its addressee

into thinking that the fact stated in this premiss was the cause of the fact stated in the conclusion.

For an argument to give us knowledge of the causes of the fact stated in its conclusion, its

premisses must state those causes (71b30-31) and thus be prior to, BD`JgD" (71b31), the

conclusion. And they must be known beforehand, BD@(4<TF6`:g<" (71b31-33). Aristotle in fact

argues (72a25-b4) that the first principles of a demonstration must not only be known in advance

of the conclusion (i.e. independently of it), but also must be better known and more credible than

the conclusion, on the ground that what belongs to something through some cause belongs more

to that cause. But the principle is flawed; for example, the microwaves which heat my dinner are

not hotter than the dinner. Thus Aristotle’s argument for his strong foundationalism fails.

In contrast to arguments which occur in discussions, a demonstration does not proceed by

asking the addressee to grant the premisses. As Aristotle puts it, “The person who demonstrates

does not ask but lays it down.” (24a24, cf. 171b3, 172a15-17) Thus there is no requirement that

the addressee of a demonstration grant its premisses. But the addressee must believe them

(72a30-32, 36-39), since it is through these premisses that the addressee is to be convinced of the

conclusion. Further, since Aristotle assumes that people with scientific understanding cannot be

persuaded to change their mind, he infers that there must be nothing more credible, B4FJ`JgD@<,
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and better known, (<TD4:fJgD@<, among the opposites of these premisses from which there

could be a deduction of the contrary conclusion (72b1-4). Aristotle’s conditions do however

permit other propositions, e.g. the principles of another science, to be more credible and better

known than the principles of a given demonstration.

One can of course dispute Aristotle’s conception of scientific understanding, and the

ontology and epistemology which underlie it. But, given that conception, his requirements for

scientific proof follow quite naturally. As he puts it, “If understanding is as we posited, then

demonstrative understanding must be from things which are true, first, immediate, and prior to,

better known than and causes of the conclusion.” (71b19-22)

2.2. Didactic arguments

Aristotle lists didactic arguments, *4*"F6"846@Â 8`(@4, as one of four kinds of argument which

occur in conversation (165a38-39). Their function, as their name implies, is to instruct learners,

i.e. to produce scientific understanding in them. The requirements for good didactic arguments

thus include all the requirements for demonstrations. For example, one who is trying to learn

from a teacher ought not to grant a proposed premiss unless it is better known than the theorem

being derived, even if this premiss appears to the learner to be true (159a11-12); the teacher has a

corresponding obligation to lay down only such better known premisses (159a13-14). The

premisses, like the conclusion drawn from them, must be true (161a24-27). They must also be

principles appropriate (oikeia) to the subject (165b1-2), i.e. belonging specifically to it. The

learner must not already know what is to be taught (171a31-34). Further, the learner, in order to
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be convinced by the argument, must believe each of the premisses (165b2-3).13 Didactic

arguments are thus just demonstrations, and the conversational context is pro forma: learners in

such conversations accede to premisses which they know to be true, and teachers who lay down

the premisses give learners no choice to do otherwise.

2.3. Peirastic arguments

Peirastic or testing arguments, Bg4D"FJ46@Â 8`(@4, also occur in discussions (165a38-39). Their

function is to test a person’s claim to know some subject (172a30-32), a claim which takes the

form of a thesis about that subject. A questioner tries to secure from this person premisses from

which there follows a conclusion which is the opposite of the thesis (159b5-6), thus directly

refuting it. Alternatively, the questioner may deduce a false conclusion from the answerer’s thesis

and other admissions (169b25-27), thus indirectly refuting the thesis. Such an argument is

supposed to show that the pretender lacks the knowledge claimed (169b24, 28), by showing that

the thesis claimed to be true is in fact false.

In order for a peirastic argument to serve this function, it must be deductively valid. Its

premisses must be believed by the answerer (165b5) and must be true. Not only that, but both the

questioner and the answerer must know (gÆ*X<"4) that they are true. The requirement of

knowledge raises a difficulty, because it might seem as if both questioner and answerer must

know the subject to which the thesis belongs. But the answerer by hypothesis lacks this

knowledge, and most people wishing to test a person’s claim to expert knowledge would lack it

too. Aristotle solves this difficulty by maintaining that even non-experts know some
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consequences of the principles peculiar to a given subject (172a21-34). These consequences are

common, either in the sense that they are not peculiar to the subject or, as Robert Bolton14

maintains, in the sense that both experts and non-experts know them. Hence the questioner can

ask for, and the answerer can grant, mutually known premisses from which the (contradictory,

165b4) opposite of the thesis follows (172a23-b1). These will be premisses which anyone who

claims to have the particular sort of scientific understanding (¦B4FJZ:0) must know (gÆ*X<"4,

165b4-6). You don’t have to be an expert in a field in order to show that an alleged expert in that

field has said something false.

The obvious ancient examples of peirastic argument are Socrates’ refutations in such

elenchic dialogues of Plato as the Euthyphro, Charmides, Republic I and Meno. Aristotle’s

account of peirastic explains how these refutations can be taken to show, as Socrates claims in

these dialogues, that the answerer does not know what he claims to know. For example, Socrates

in the Meno shows Meno’s slave boy that the boy’s confident answer–that a square with twice

the area of a given square has a side twice as long as the given square’s side–is mistaken. Both

Socrates and the boy know that the premisses of Socrates’ peirastic argument are true, although

the boy does not know geometry and Socrates need not know it. Aristotle’s account of peirastic

shows how Socrates, despite his skill at refutation, could honestly claim not to know the answer

to the governing questions of his refutations.

2.4. Dialectical arguments
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Dialectical arguments, *4"8g6J46@Â 8`(@4, are a third kind of conversational argument (165a38-

39). They are “arguments which syllogize a contradictory from reputable opinions, ¦<*`>T<”

(165b3-4, cf. 100a29-30), by which Aristotle means things that seem to be so, J� *@6@Ø<J",

either to all or most people, or to the wise among them (either all or most of the wise or the most

well-known and reputable among them, 100b21-23). Aristotle claims that his treatise about such

arguments, the Topics, is useful for training, in casual conversation and in philosophy (101a25-

28), and for discovering first principles of a particular science (101a36-37). Thus we have four

sub-species of dialectical argument. Aristotle gives us a detailed account (in Book VIII of the

Topics) only of the criteria for the sub-species used for training, which I shall call “gymnastic

arguments.” For reasons of space, I omit discussion of the other sub-species.

The function of gymnastic arguments is to produce skill in argument, especially in finding

premisses from which to deduce a desired conclusion and in raising objections (164b1-2). Like

peirastic arguments, gymnastic arguments take the form of a questioner attempting to refute,

directly or indirectly, an initial thesis proposed by an answerer.15 But, since the discussion is for

training purposes, it is not necessary that the answerer actually believe the thesis, still less that

the answerer claim knowledge about the subject to which the thesis belong. Thus the

requirements for good gymnastic arguments are quite different than those for good peirastic

arguments.

We can infer Aristotle’s requirements for good gymnastic argument from his proposed

rules for good performance by the answerer (159a38-b35) and from his taxonomy of criticisms of

such an argument, both in relation to the questioner (161a16-b18) and in itself (161b19-162a18).

It will be convenient to organize these requirements into two groups: requirements for the
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relation between premisses and conclusion, and requirements for the premisses.

As far as the relation between premisses and conclusion is concerned, the conclusion of a

good gymnastic argument must follow necessarily from the premisses, either as they are stated or

with the addition of unstated premisses which are no less reputable than the stated premisses and

the conclusion.16 It is worth noting that Aristotle provides for unstated premisses in this kind of

dialectical arguments, as well as in rhetorical arguments. Each stated premiss must be relevant to

the thesis, BDÎH J¬< 2XF4< (161b24-26), in the sense that the conclusion will not follow if that

premiss is removed (161b28-30); in other words, there must be no superfluous premisses.

As for the stated premisses themselves, they must be more reputable and better known17

than the conclusion (159b8-9, cf. 161b31). This is a comparative criterion, which does not imply

that the premisses are reputable, still less true. A disreputable (�*@>@<) conclusion can rest on

disreputable premisses, as long as they are less disreputable than the conclusion and constitute at

most half of the total set of premisses (161b21-22). The premisses must be reputable in the same

way as the thesis: if the thesis is reputable or disreputable simpliciter, the premisses must be

respectively less disreputable or more reputable simpliciter than its contradictory (159b23-25); if

the thesis is reputable to the answerer, the premisses must seem true to the answerer (159b25-

27); if the thesis is reputable to someone other than the answerer, the premisses must be what that

other person thinks is true (159b27-35). Thus answerers need not believe the premisses they

grant. 

As for truth, if the thesis under attack is true, then at least one of the premisses from

which its false contradictory follows must be false (161a24-29). Even a false thesis must

sometimes be destroyed by false premisses, if the answerer believes relevant falsehoods more
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than relevant truths (161a29-33). At most half the premisses, however, should be false (161b21-

22), and those that are true must not require more work to demonstrate than the conclusion

(161b31-33)–i.e. they must be better known than the conclusion.

What is the justification of these requirements? Questioners in gymnastic dialectics are

not trying to establish something as true. Rather, they are trying to make the best case possible

against the answerer’s thesis. For this purpose, they must find reputable opinions from which the

contradictory of the thesis follows necessarily, or at least opinions more reputable than this

contradictory. It is not necessary that the premisses be true, or believed by the answerer, or even

reputable.

2.5. Eristic arguments

Eristic or contentious arguments, ¦D4FJ46@Â 8`(@4, are the fourth and last type of conversational

argument which Aristotle distinguishes at the beginning of his Sophistical Refutations (165a38-

39). In form they are the same as peirastic or dialectical arguments: a questioner tries to refute an

answerer’s thesis by getting the answerer to grant premisses from which the questioner deduces

the contradictory of the thesis. The name “contentious” indicates that its defining feature is its

competitive spirit, with each participant focused on beating the other one, the questioner trying to

have an effect on the answerer, the answerer trying to remain unaffected by the questioner

(159a30-32). The effects which the questioner is trying to achieve are not limited to refutation;

they include also falsity, paradox, solecism and babbling–either real or merely apparent (165b12-

22). I shall focus however on the goal of real or apparent refutation, of at least making it appear
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that the answerer has been refuted. This functional requirement imposes constraints on what the

questioner can ask: the questioner must ask for premisses to be granted which at least appear

reputable, even if they are not, and must draw conclusions which at least appear to follow

necessarily, even if they do not. These requirements inform Aristotle’s initial description of

contentious argument in the Sophistical Refutations, a description which in fact defines good

contentious argument: “Contentious arguments are real or apparent syllogisms from apparently

but not really reputable opinions.” (165b7-8) Skilled contentious arguers must make their

premisses and inferences close enough to what is really reputable and what really follows that it

appears that the answerer has been beaten.

Thus Aristotle is no moralist about eristic tricks. His 13 fallacies are not violations of the

rules of a system of formal dialectic, as Hamblin,18 Hintikka19 and others have maintained. Still

less are they argumentative flaws. They would be flaws if they occurred in didactic, peirastic or

dialectical arguments, but in eristic arguments they are only to be expected. Answerers in such

competitive contexts must have their wits about them, and must be ready with the appropriate

response to such trickery, for which Aristotle provides the needed advice. The appropriate

response is not necessarily to reveal the trick; the important thing for the answerer is to avoid the

appearance of having been refuted or otherwise beaten (175a31-b6). What counts in eristic

argument are appearances, not truth.

Aristotle acknowledges a risk that dialectical arguments will degenerate into eristic or

contentious arguments (164b8-15). In particular, participants in gymnastic arguments, although

supposed to be animated by a spirit of testing and inquiry (159a32-33), are competing; their

performance is judged by an audience. In such a competitive environment, Aristotle thinks it fair
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for a questioner to arrange the order of questions so that the answerer does not foresee the

consequences of granting a particular premiss, and to use other devices for concealing what one

is getting at (155b29-157a5). The reader may wonder whether there is really any difference

between good gymnastic arguments and good contentious arguments. In fact, there is. It is

contentious, and not fair in a gymnastic argument, for the questioner to try to trap the answerer

into committing the fallacies listed in chapters 4 and 5 of Aristotle’s Sophistical Refutations

(161b2-3). It is also contentious for the answerer to refuse to grant a premiss which is obviously

true or to refuse to accept anything which the questioner wishes to put (161b3-5). It is ill-

tempered, and thus contentious, to refuse to grant a universal after granting many supporting

instances, unless one produces a counter-example (160b3-6, 10-13). The argument also becomes

contentious when the answerer is abusive and takes advantage of every opportunity to assert the

contrary of what the questioner asks to be granted as a premiss (161a21-24). The general

principle is that whoever hinders achievement of the common goal of constructing a good case

against a given thesis is a bad associate (161a38-39).

2.6. Rhetorical arguments

Rhetoric, says Aristotle, is the counterpart, �<J\FJD@N@H, of dialectic (1354a1), its image,

Ò:@\T:" (1356a30), and as it were a kind of offshoot, B"D"NLXH J4 (1356a25), of it.20 Both deal

with matters of common knowledge which belong to no definite science (1354a1-3, 1356a32-

33); they are abilities to produce arguments rather than sciences of some definite subject-matter

(1356a32-33). Dialectic is the art of examining and maintaining statements in conversation
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(1354a5; cf. 100a18-21, 104a3-105a9, 159a25-37, 183a37-b15), rhetoric the art of seeing what is

persuasive, B42"<`<, in a particular case (1355b10-11, 25-26, 32-34). The means of persuasion

provided by speech, and thus subject to this art, are revelation of the character (µ2@H) of the

speaker, arousal of emotion (BV2@H) in the audience, and real or apparent proof (*g46<b<"4).21

Rhetorical proofs have as their function to persuade decision-makers–judges in a legal case,

deliberators in a legislative assembly–or contemplative observers–listeners to an encomium

(1358b2-8). 

There are just two types of proof in persuasive speeches, enthymemes and examples

(1356b6-8).22 Aristotle assimilates them respectively to the syllogisms and inductions of dialectic

(1356a35-b18; cf. 1354a1-3, 1356a31-33). But the similarities, as we shall see, are only partial.

The differences are due to differences in subject-matter, audience and aim.

By induction Aristotle means an inference from one or more particulars to a universal

(105a13-18; cf. 71a6, 81a38-b5, 92a37-39, 100a15-100b5, 108b10-12, 156a5-6, 156b14).

Examples are like inductions in proving that something is so on the basis of many similar cases

(1356b14-15). But rhetoricians need similar cases to prove something about the particular case

that is the subject of their speech, whereas dialecticians need them to establish a universal from

which to deduce the contradictory of a thesis under examination. Hence example is reasoning

from like to like, not reasoning from particulars to universals (1357b29-30). It is in fact argument

from analogy, which can even be based on invented parallels (1393a28-1394a5).23 Aristotle says

very little about what constitutes a good argument by analogy. He endorses the principle that the

future will generally be like the past as a reason for thinking that examples of actual past events

are “more useful” for deliberating than invented illustrative parallels or fables (1394a6-8). He
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regards examples as probatively inferior to enthymemes. They are to be used as demonstrations

only if one does not have enthymemes, and otherwise are to be brought in at the end as a useful

and persuasive witness to a conclusion already argued for (1394a9-16). A single supplementary

witness of this kind is enough, but if one puts examples first one must use many of them,

evidently because a single example by itself does not count as much of a proof; as Aristotle puts

it, “When they are put first, it looks like induction, and induction is not appropriate in rhetoric,

except in a few cases.” (1394a12-13) It is enthymemes alone which are “the body of persuasion”

(Fä:" JH B\FJgTH, 1354a15–cf. 1354b21-22, 1355a6-7, 1394a10). In contrast to his distinction

between real and apparent enthymemes, with long lists of kinds of each (1397a7-1400b33,

1400b34-1402a28), Aristotle does not even mention the possibility of merely apparent examples;

there is no fallacy of faulty analogy corresponding to the list of enthymematic fallacies in

Rhetoric II.24.

Just as examples only partially resemble inductions, so enthymemes only partially

resemble syllogisms. A syllogism is an argument in which something other than the premisses

follows necessarily through them (100a25-27, 164b27-165a2, 24b18-20). Enthymemes and

syllogisms share the feature “that, certain things being so, something else results through them

either universally or for the most part.” (1356b16-18)24 In an enthymeme, however, the

conclusion may follow only for the most part, not universally (i.e. not necessarily). As Aristotle

puts it, enthymemes are from probabilities and signs (70a9-11, 1357a31-32), i.e. either from for-

the-most-part generalizations which merely make a particular instance probable or from a

premiss which is merely a sign that the conclusion is true; some enthymemes can have true

premisses and a false conclusion, whereas no syllogism can (1357b1-21, 1402b20-1403a5).25
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Further, since the audience is supposed to be simple, and thus unable to follow easily a chain of

reasoning because of its length (1357a7-12) or to attend to a large number of premisses, the

enthymeme does not carry its reasoning too far back and has few premisses, often fewer than “the

first syllogism,” i.e. the syllogism in the strict sense (1357a16-21, 1395b25-27). Note that “often”

implies “not always”, so that it is a mistake to interpret Aristotle’s enthymemes as arguments

with an unstated premiss; furthermore, as noted above, dialectical arguments can also have an

unstated premiss. Having an unstated premiss is neither necessary nor sufficient for being an

enthymeme in Aristotle’s sense.

Aside from the facts of the particular case, from which all proofs begin (1396a4-b18, esp.

a33-b1), the premisses of rhetorical arguments must be reputable opinions (1356b33-34,

1357a12-13), like the premisses of dialectical arguments. But not all reputable opinions are

suitable, only those which are reputable to the decision-makers whom the speaker addresses, or

to those whom they accept as an authority (1395b31-1396a1). Furthermore, that they are of this

sort should be evident to all or most of the decision-makers (1396a1-2). Unlike the premisses of

dialectical syllogisms, the general premisses of rhetorical “syllogisms” do not need to hold

necessarily, but can be true only for the most part (1396a2-3), a function of the more variable

subject-matter of the orator’s speeches (1357a22-33) and of the more relaxed consequence

relation which is sufficient for an enthymeme.

As for this consequence relation itself, despite Aristotle’s assertion at 1356b16-18 that the

conclusion of an enthymeme follows universally or for the most part from its premiss(es),

enthymematic premisses which are non-necessary signs do not even make their conclusion

probable; the fact that a woman is pale does not make it probable that she is pregnant (70a20-24),
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nor does the fact that Socrates was wise and just make it probable that wise men are just

(1357b12-13), nor does the fact that a man is breathing fast make it probable that he has a fever

(1357b17-21). Curiously, Aristotle (1401b9-14) classifies appeal to a sign as a place (J`B@H) for

a merely apparent enthymeme, on the ground that it is invalid (�FL88`(4FJ@<), and illustrates

this appeal with examples of the same two types of arguments from non-necessary sign which he

distinguished earlier, at 1357b1-21. Further, some of the “places” (J`B@4) which Aristotle lists in

Rhetoric II.23 (1397a7-1400b33) as bases for selecting the premisses of genuine enthymemes do

not license probabilistic inferences. For example, it is not true that corresponding attributes of

contraries are for the most part contrary to one another (cf. 1397a7-19); courage and cowardice

for example are alike in being states acquired through habituation, difficult to change, manifested

in the presence of apprehended danger, and so forth, and are contrary only in a few respects tied

to their specific difference from one another. Two explanations have emerged recently of this

apparent dissonance, especially with respect to the status of sign arguments. Burnyeat argues on

the basis of Prior Analytics II.27.70a6-7 for an even further relaxation of the consequence

relation in rhetorical proofs to include making a conclusion reputable as well as making it

probable, Rapp for recognition that in certain circumstances, i.e. in conjunction with other

information, a sign can make its conclusion probable.26 Space does not permit adjudication of the

debate between them.

Thus the function of rhetorical argument implies different criteria for its evaluation than

the criteria for evaluating dialectical arguments. Both the criteria for evaluating premisses and the

criteria for evaluating the link between premisses and conclusion are different.
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3. Conclusion

What are the criteria of a good argument, according to Aristotle? We may summarize his theory

of argument evaluation first with respect to the conditions for premiss adequacy, then with

respect to the conditions on the link between premisses and conclusion.

Must the premisses of a good argument be true? Good demonstrations, didactic

arguments and peirastic arguments need true premisses, but good dialectical, contentious and

rhetorical arguments do not. Must the author of the argument believe them? Not if the argument

is gymnastic, dialectical in casual conversation, contentious, or rhetorical; even dialectical

arguments in philosophy or science do not require that their authors believe their premisses. Only

demonstrations, didactic arguments and peirastic arguments require that their authors believe

their own premisses; in fact, authors of such arguments must not only believe but know that the

premisses are true. Conceivably there are kinds of argument not discussed by Aristotle whose

authors must believe the premisses but need not know that they are true. What about the

addressees of arguments? Must they believe the premisses? Interlocutors who grant the premisses

of peirastic or casual dialectical arguments should believe them, as should the addressees of

demonstrations and most of the judges to whom a rhetorical argument is directed. But

respondents in didactic and gymnastic arguments need not believe the premisses they grant.

Where addressees must believe the premisses, need their belief be justified? Only in the case of

demonstrations and peirastic arguments, where knowledge is required. Do the premisses of a

good argument need to be endoxa, reputable opinions? Only in the case of dialectical arguments

in philosophy and science, and in rhetorical arguments. Do they need to be better known, or at
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least more reputable, than the conclusion drawn from them? This is a requirement in

demonstrations and didactic arguments, as well as in peirastic, gymnastic, casual dialectical, and

rhetorical arguments. But it appears not to be a requirement for dialectical arguments in

philosophy and science. And of course in contentious arguments it is only the appearance of

being more reputable which counts. To sum up: not a single criterion of premiss adequacy

applies to every kind of argument which Aristotle recognizes.

[INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]

Must all good arguments be syllogisms in the strict sense, i.e. deductively valid

arguments with at least two premisses, none of which is redundant, and a conclusion distinct

from any premiss? Deductive validity is a requirement for good demonstrations, didactic

arguments, peirastic arguments, and the main arguments of dialectical refutations; at least the

appearance of deductive validity is required for the main arguments of good sophistical

refutations. But inductive generalization is allowed at prior stages of dialectical argument,

generalization which is subject to counter-exampling when based on incomplete enumerations.

And there is strong textual evidence that in the Rhetoric Aristotle recognizes a “relaxed” form of

consequence in which the conclusion of a “syllogism” follows only for the most part, or even

merely “reputably”; further, he recognizes argument by analogy or “example” as a legitimate type

of argument. The ban on single-premiss arguments implicit in Aristotle’s definitions of

“syllogism” clearly does not apply to inductions, which may generalize from a single case; or to

enthymemes and examples, of which Aristotle gives many single-premiss instances. The

requirement that the conclusion be distinct from any premiss needs only to appear to be met in

contentious arguments; asking the answerer to grant the point at issue is a fallacy, but a
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legitimate tactic if one can make it appear that one is seeking a distinct premiss. With connection

adequacy as with premiss adequacy, not a single condition is common to all the kinds of

argument which Aristotle recognizes.

Thus for Aristotle there is no universal theory, or even a common core, of what counts as

a good argument. As with other kinds, the excellence of arguments is relative to their function;

“every excellence brings into good condition that of which it is the excellence, and makes it

perform its function well.” (1106a15-17, quoted at the beginning of this paper) Since species of

arguments differ in function, their excellences will differ.

TABLE 1: Characteristics of a good argument according to Aristotle

Kind of argument
Premiss adequacy conditions Connection adequacy conditions

t ba ka br kr r mr a v >1 nr cd av adc

Demonstration T T T T T T T T T T

Didactic argument T T T T T T T T T T

Peirastic argument T T T T T T T T T T

Gymnastic argument T T T T

Eristic argument T T T

Rhetorical argument T T T T T

Premiss adequacy conditions: t = true, ba = believed by the author, ka = known by the author, br

= believed by the recipient, kr = known by the recipient, r = reputable, mr = more reputable than

the conclusion, a = apparently more reputable than the conclusion.

Conclusion adequacy conditions: v = deductively valid, >1 = more than one premiss, nr = no

redundant premiss, cd = conclusion distinct from any premiss, av = apparently deductively valid,

adc = apparently distinct conclusion.
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